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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to analyze predictability of future asset returns in the context of model
uncertainty. Using data for the euro area, the US and the U.K., we show that one can improve the
forecasts of stock returns using a Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) approach, and there is a large
amount of model uncertainty.
The empirical evidence for the euro area suggests that several macroeconomic, ￿nancial and
macro-￿nancial variables are consistently among the most prominent determinants of risk premium.
As for the US, only a few number of predictors play an important role. In the case of the UK, future
stock returns are better forecasted by ￿nancial variables. These results are corroborated for both
the M-open and the M-closed perspectives and in the context of "in-sample" and "out-of-sample"
forecasting. Finally, we highlight that the predictive ability of the BMA framework is stronger
at longer periods, and clearly outperforms the constant expected returns and the autoregressive
benchmark models.
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1"... the ECB has no intention of being the prisoner of a single system ... We highly praise robustness.
There is no substitute for a comprehensive analysis of the risks to price stability."
- Jean-Claude Trichet, 2005.
"Uncertainty is not just an important feature of the monetary policy landscape; it is the de￿ning
characteristic of that landscape."
- Alan Greenspan, 2003.
"Self-con￿dence is infectious. It can also be dangerous. How often have we drawn false comfort from
the apparent con￿dence of a professional advisor promising certain success only to be disappointed by
subsequent performance? Uncertainty pervades almost all public policy questions. Economics and many
other disciplines are united by a common need to grapple with complex systems."
- Mervin King, 2010.
1 Introduction
A major source of uncertainty in economics arises from disagreements over theoretical frameworks.
Model uncertainty - i.e., the possibility that the theoretical model may be wrong - and not just parameter
uncertainty means that models have become probability frameworks (Sims, 2007).
Despite being relevant per se, this question gains a renewed relevance in the context of asset return
predictability for two main reasons. First, investors who fail to make asset allocation decisions based
on predictions about future returns may su⁄er important welfare losses (Campbell and Viceira, 2002).
Second, understanding if returns are predictable is crucial for detecting the macroeconomic, ￿nancial
and macro-￿nancial risks for which investors demand a premium.
The empirical ￿nance literature typically assumes that investors choose among a speci￿c set of
variables that exhibit forecasting power for future asset returns. However, given the large number of
predictors that have been considered, there is an enormous amount of uncertainty about the variables
that de￿ne the "true" model governing asset returns. As a result, taking model uncertainty into account
when assessing stock return predictability is crucial and extremely useful.
The purpose of this paper is, therefore, to look at predictability of asset returns through the lenses
of model uncertainty. Speci￿cally, we use Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) to analyze the role played
by model uncertainty in the provision of indicators that track time-variation in future stock returns.
This approach averages over all competing models in a given set, with weights given by their posterior
probabilities. For any convex scoring rule, the averaged model outperforms any individual speci￿cation
2chosen via di⁄erent model selection rules (Madigan and Raftery, 1994). Avramov (2002) applies BMA
to portfolio selection problem and shows that model uncertainty dominates parameter uncertainty in
that context. Cremers (2002) demonstrates that the existence of predictability is reinforced for both
skeptical and con￿dent investors using BMA method. As a result, Avramov (2002) and Cremers (2002)
conclude that BMA provides better in-sample model ￿tting and out-of-sample forecasting ability for
predictive models.
We investigate the performance of BMA under various settings using simulation approaches and
looking at the estimated parameters of the averaged overall model. That is, we consider prediction
when the researcher does not know the true model but has several candidate models. The approaches
for BMA used in the paper are the Occam￿ s Window of Madigan and Raftery (1994) and the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo Model Composition (MC3). Therefore, we simultaneously deal with both model
and parameter uncertainty, which represents a substantial improvement over commonly used methods
that only take into account parameter uncertainty.
Using data for the euro area, the US and the UK, we show that one can improve the predictability
of stock returns by making use of the Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) approach. In particular, the
empirical evidence for the euro area suggests that several variables, in particular, macroeconomic (the
in￿ ation rate, the change in the in￿ ation rate and the commodity price), ￿nancial (lagged returns,
government bond yields) and macro-￿nancial ones (the consumption-(dis)aggregate wealth ratio, the
labour income-to-consumption ratio, and the stock price index scaled by GDP) are valuable predictors
of future risk premium. In contrast, only a few number of factors (such as the change in the government
bond yield, the change in the in￿ ation rate, and the consumption-(dis)aggregate wealth ratio) seem to
be display predictive content for future stock returns in the US. As for the UK, the major predictors
of future stock returns are ￿nancial variables, in particular, the government bond yield, the change in
government bond yield and the dividend yield ratio.
These results are con￿rmed for both the case in which the true model is not in the model set (the
M-open perspective) and when the true model is in the model set (the M-closed perspective). We call
these frameworks the "agnostic approach" and the selection among models taken from the asset pricing
literature.
The degree of model uncertainty is large in all countries: the cumulative posterior probability of the
10 "best" or "best-performing" models is around 46%, in the euro area, between 58% and 61%, for the
US, and lies in the interval 46%-61%, in the case of the UK.
The robustness of the results is then assessed along several lines. First, we compare predictability
at short-run horizons vis-a-vis long-horizons. In principle, BMA may work better at shorter horizons,
3as model uncertainty is more important when less data is employed, while at longer horizons, averaging
introduces noise into the predictive model. Another possible reason is that asset returns may be more
accurately predicted in the short run, due to phenomena such as momentum (Torous et al., 2005;
Ang and Bekaert, 2007; Gomes, 2007). In contrast, the recent literature that developed economically
motivated variables to capture time-variation in risk premium has shown that the underlying models
exhibit stronger forecasting power at horizons from 3 to 8 quarters. Therefore, this would justify why
BMA could perform better at longer horizons. Second, we compute recursive forecasts and provide
sub-sample analysis. In this context, Chapman and Yan (2002) suggest that sub-samples, rather than
the full sample, are more informative about the predictive regression parameters. Finally, we compare
the predictability of the weighted averaged model with the autoregressive and the constant expected
returns￿benchmark models, and also generate out-of-sample forecasts.
We show that the weighted averaged model performs better at longer horizons. In fact, the Root
Mean-Squared Error (RMSE) strongly falls, in particular, for horizons between 3 and 8 quarters. In-
terestingly, the predictive ability of the weighted average model built with the posterior probabilities
estimated using BMA is stronger than the equally-weighted average model. In addition, the superior-
ity of accounting for model uncertainty is clear when compared with the benchmark speci￿cations, as
suggested by the nested forecasts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brie￿ y reviews the related literature, while
Section 3 describes the econometric methodology. Section 4 presents the data and discusses the empirical
results. Section 5 provides the robustness analysis. Section 6 concludes with the main ￿ndings and
policy implications.
2 A Brief Review of the Literature
Risk premium is generally considered as re￿ ecting the ability of an asset to insure against consump-
tion ￿ uctuations (Sharpe, 1964; Lintner, 1965; Lucas, 1978; Breeden, 1979). However, the empirical
evidence has shown that the covariance of returns across portfolios and contemporaneous consump-
tion growth is not su¢ cient to justify the di⁄erences in expected returns (Mankiw and Shapiro, 1986;
Breeden et al., 1989; Campbell, 1996; Cochrane, 1996).
On the one hand, ine¢ ciencies of ￿nancial markets (Fama (1970, 1991, 1998), Fama and French
(1996), Farmer and Lo (1999)), and the rational response of agents to time-varying investment oppor-
tunities that is driven by variation in risk aversion (Sundaresan (1989), Constantinides (1990), Campbell
and Cochrane (1999)) or in the joint distribution of consumption and asset returns (Du⁄ee (2005), San-
4tos and Veronesi (2006)), can help justifying why expected excess returns on assets appear to vary
with the business cycle. Similarly, ￿nancial variables such as the dividend yield (Campbell and Shiller,
1988), short-term interest rates (Fama and Schwert, 1977; Hodrick, 1992; Ang and Bekaert, 2007) or
default and term spreads (e.g. Campbell, 1987; Fama and French, 1989) can be directly linked to
expectations about future returns, and have typically displayed considerable predictive ability. Purely
macroeconomic variables, such as the in￿ ation rate, the stock price-to-GDP ratio (Rangvid, 2006),
and the output gap (Cooper and Priestley, 2009) have also been referred as incorporating important
informational content about future business conditions (Fama and French, 1989).
On the other hand, several economically motivated variables have been developed to capture time-
variation in expected returns and to document long-term predictability. Lettau and Ludvigson (2001)
show that the transitory deviation from the common trend in consumption, aggregate wealth and
labour income is a strong predictor of stock returns, as long as the expected returns to human capital
and consumption growth are not too volatile. Bansal and Yaron (2004) and Bansal et al. (2005)
￿nd that the long-run risk, that is, the exposure of assets￿cash ￿ ows to consumption is an important
determinant of risk premium. Julliard (2004) emphasize the role of labour income risk, while Lustig and
Van Nieuwerburgh (2005) show that the housing collateral ratio can shift the conditional distribution
of asset prices and consumption growth. Parker and Julliard (2005) measure the risk of a portfolio
by its ultimate risk to consumption, that is, the covariance of its return and consumption growth over
the quarter of the return and many following quarters. Wei (2005) argues that human capital risk
can generate su¢ cient variation in the agent￿ s risk and explain equity returns and bond yields. Yogo
(2006) and Piazzesi et al. (2007) emphasize the role of non-separability of preferences in explaining
the countercyclical variation in the equity premium while Fernandez-Corugedo et al. (2007) focus on
the relative price of durable goods. Sousa (2010a) emphasizes the role of wealth composition: ￿nancial
wealth shocks produce only temporary e⁄ects on consumption, while changes in housing wealth have
very persistent e⁄ects. As a result, deviations from the shared trend in consumption, ￿nancial wealth,
housing wealth, and labor income are mainly described as transitory movements in ￿nancial wealth.
Sousa (2010b) highlights that a fall in the wealth-to-income ratio increases the investor￿ s exposure to
idiosyncratic risk and, as a result, a higher risk premium is demanded. Adrian et al. (2010) focus on
the leverage ratio of the brokers and dealers￿institutions.
Despite the abovementioned advances in the literature of asset pricing, the identi￿cation of the
economic sources of risks remains an important issue, in particular, given the uncertainty about the
di⁄erent models of economic behaviour.
In recognition of the uncertainty associated with a speci￿c predictive model, Kandell and Stambaugh
5(1996), Barberis (2000), and Xia (2001) use Bayesian methods to account for parameter uncertainty and
￿nd that predictability can be signi￿cantly improved. However, there is no consensus on what the true
predictive variables are and what the exact predictive model should be. Moreover, even if the model
is correctly speci￿ed, it is not trivial that more structure can improve its performance. In fact, while
parameter uncertainty may be important, model uncertainty can outweigh parameter uncertainty. For
instance, Avramov (2002) shows that this is so in the context of portfolio selection, while Pastor and
Stambaugh (2000) reach the same conclusion in the case of portfolio constraints.
The concept of model uncertainty which has received most interest in the statistical literature refers
to uncertainty about the number and nature of covariates to be included in the model which explains
asset price dynamics. It can be explicitly assessed by means of Bayesian statistical techniques, in
particular the Bayesian model averaging (BMA) methodology. In fact, it proposes averaging the para-
meter values over all (relevant) alternative models, using posterior model probabilities as the respective
weights to evaluate the relative importance of di⁄erent predictors (Raftery, 1995).
In addition, model uncertainty is a prominent feature of the literature on asset return predictability.
Most studies concentrate on particular transmission mechanisms between macroeconomic developments
and asset price dynamics or between ￿nancial valuation ratios and stock return ￿ uctuations, but these
do not tend to be mutually exclusive. The fact that future risk premium may be explained by di⁄erent
(possibly many and complementary) theoretical models implies that the choice of a single speci￿cation
underestimates the degree of uncertainty of the estimated parameters, as it ignores model uncertainty.
Consequently, the main goal of the current work is to revisit the di⁄erent models of asset return
predictability and to explicitly account for model uncertainty while predicting stock returns.
3 Accounting for Model Uncertainty: Bayesian Model Aver-
aging
The predictive regression typically considered in the empirical ￿nance literature is as follows
rt = ￿ + Xt￿1￿ + ￿t (1)
where rt is the asset return, Xt￿1 is a K ￿1 vector of K predictors, ￿ is a constant, and ￿t denotes the
disturbance term or prediction error.
The basic step of building a linear predictive regression is to choose among a group of candidate
predictors, X = f1;x1;x2;:::;xKg, and decide which of these variables should enter equation (1). The
goal is to ￿nd the ￿best￿model X￿ ￿ X for the linear predictive regression and to proceed as if X￿ is
6the true model.1
While the abovementioned procedure is easy to implement, it ignores that uncertainty about the
model itself is a major feature, in particular, when there is limited data availability. Bayesian model
averaging helps directly tackling this issue. The basic idea behind BMA is to construct an overall model
which is a weighted average of the individual models in the model set, where the weights are given by
the posterior probabilities (Raftery et al., 1997).2
Suppose that we observe data ￿ = frt;Xtg generated from a set of competing models. For K
potential predictors, there are 2K competing models. Let ￿ be the quantity of interest, then the
posterior distribution of ￿ is given by





Pr(￿ j Mk;￿)Pr(Mk j ￿): (2)
The posterior probability for model Mk is given by the Bayes rule







Pr(￿ j Mk) =
Z
Pr(￿ j ￿k;Mk)Pr(￿k j Mk)d￿k (4)
is the integrated likelihood of model Mk, ￿k is the vector of parameters of model Mk, Pr(￿k j Mk)
is the prior density of ￿k under model Mk, and Pr(￿ j ￿k;Mk) is the likelihood of model Mk.The
prior probability that model Mk is the true model for each competing model, Pr(Mk);k = 1;2:::2K, is
exogenously speci￿ed based on prior information. All probabilities are conditional on M, i.e., the set of
all models under consideration (the so-called M-closed perspective). This implies that the true model
is in the model set.
When K is large, it is infeasible to average over 2K models, and there are two approaches to handle
this problem. The ￿rst approach consists in the use of the Occam￿ s Window to ￿lter out: (i) models with
more complicated structure but smaller posterior probability compared to relatively simpler models;
and (ii) models with very small posterior probability. The second approach is the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo Model Composition (MC3) method, which consists of four steps: 1) start with a model Mk; 2)
1The ￿best￿model may be the one with best in-sample ￿tting in case one is interested in recovering historical data
dynamics. It may also be the one with best mean out-of-sample forecasting properties when the researcher is interested
in the model￿ s predictive power.
2Despite its strength in handling model uncertainty, BMA has some potential problems. First, it assumes that the
true model lies in the model set and, as a result, the consequence of omitting some true predictors is unknown. Second,
it makes the assumption that ￿t ￿ N(0;￿2), which might not be realistic.
7look at its neighbourhood models Mk0 with some transition density q(Mk ￿! Mk0) along the Markov






, otherwise stay at model Mk; and 4)
average over the entire Markov chain.3
In order to be able to obtain the BMA posterior distribution, one needs to specify three components:
the model prior Pr(Mk), the model likelihood for a given model Pr(￿ j ￿k;Mk) and the prior distribution
of the parameters given a model Pr(￿k j Mk).







j (1 ￿ pj)
1￿￿kj; k = 1;2;:::;2K; (5)
where pj 2 [0;1] is the prior probability that ￿j 6= 0 in a regression model and represents the researcher￿ s
prior con￿dence in the predictive power of the regressors, and ￿kj is an indicator of whether variable j
is included in model Mk.
In this paper, we take an "agnostic" position in that we assume that we do not have any special
information on the relative predictive power of individual predictors. Therefore, we consider that each
variable has equal probability entering the predictive regression, i.e., pj = p. Consequently, the prior
model probability follows a binomial distribution, i.e. the expected number of predictors is pK. We
assign p = 0:5 to the case in which the investor is neutral about the asset returns￿predictability and,
therefore, each model has equal prior probability, Pr(Mk) = 2￿K. A potential drawback of the choice of
model space￿prior is that it leads to a mean prior model size of K=2 and, therefore, assigns a relatively
large prior probability to models which may be considered ￿highly parameterized￿ . In this context, Ley
and Steel (2009) propose the use of a hyper-prior on model size, which re￿ ects the robustness of the
inference when applying BMA.
The use of informative priors typically faces some problems, as they usually are vulnerable to
misspeci￿cation. In contrast, the Zellner (1986)￿ s g-priors have been advocated for BMA (FernÆndez et
al., 2001a). We assume that the disturbance term ￿t in (1) follow a normal distribution
￿t ￿ N(0;￿2); (6)
and the parameter priors are given by




3The MC3 approach has two major advantages. First, it averages over all models according to their posterior
probabilities. Second, it simultaneously handles model and parameter uncertainty.









k ), where g
is the parameter for the standard Zellner￿ s g-priors and s2 is the sample variance, and ￿ and ￿ are
hyperparameters.
These priors are determined by the choice of g. Raftery (1995), Kass and Raftery (1995) and
Clyde (2000) use the Laplace approximations for determining posterior model probabilities, a feature
that simpli￿es the computational burden for limited dependent variable models considerably. The Bayes
factor comparing two models, Bkl =
Pr(￿jMk)
Pr(￿jMl), can thus be approximated using the Bayesian information
criterion (Schwarz, 1978) as
￿2logBkl ￿ BICk ￿ BICl; (9)
where BICi is the Bayesian Information Criterion of model i.4
Another computational problem is caused by the cardinality of the model space, which can lead to
the intractability of the expression (2). The Occam￿ s window approach and the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo Model Composite (MC3) method are particularly helpful in setting bounds to the number of
models (Raftery, 1995; FernÆndez et al., 2001b; Koop, 2003).
Given parameter priors and the assumption of normal innovations which designate a normal likeli-
hood function Pr(￿ j ￿k;Mk), we can ￿nd the marginal likelihood of model Mk:








The posterior distribution of the quantity of interest can be easily computed as Pr(￿j￿). In order to
￿nd the posterior mean of the regression parameter ￿, let ￿ = ￿, we compute Pr(￿j￿k;Vk;Xk;Mk) for
model Mk and the overall posterior probability distribution by averaging over all models.
4 Can BMA Improve Stock Return Predictability?
4.1 Data
This Section provides a summary of the data used in the estimations. A detailed version can be
found in the Appendix. We consider a set of macroeconomic, ￿nancial and macro-￿nancial variables,
which are selected in accordance with the previous literature and data availability. Among the set of
predictors considered in BMA analysis, we include:
4Di⁄erent penalties to the inclusion of new parameters in the model can be achieved by considering the the Final
Prediction Error (FPE) (Akaike, 1971), the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1973), or the Risk In￿ation
Criterion (RIC) (Foster and George, 1994). We have accounted for these possibilities, but the empirical results did not
change signi￿cantly.
9￿ Macroeconomic variables: consumption growth, consumption growth over the last 12 quarters,
output gap, in￿ ation, change in in￿ ation, change in the interest rate, growth rate of the monetary
aggregate, growth rate of the housing price index, change in the real e⁄ective exchange rate,
growth rate of the commodity price index, change in the unemployment rate, growth rate of
credit.
￿ Financial variables: lagged stock returns, real government bond yield rate, change in real govern-
ment bond yield rate, and dividend-yield ratio.
￿ Macro-￿nancial variables: consumption-wealth ratio, change in the consumption-wealth ratio,
consumption-(dis)aggregate wealth ratio, change in the consumption-(dis)aggregate wealth ratio,
residential wealth-to-income ratio, aggregate wealth-to-income ratio, ratio of the stock price index
scaled by the real GDP, ratio of durable to nondurable consumption , and leverage ratio of brokers
and dealers￿institutions.
For the euro area, the data sources are the European Central Bank (ECB), the International Fi-
nancial Statistics (IFS) of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the Bank of International
Settlements (BIS). In the case of the US, data come from the Flow of Funds Accounts (FoF) of the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the US Cen-
sus, and the BIS. Finally, for the UK, the data sources are the O¢ ce for National Statistics (ONS), the
Datastream, the Nationwide Building Society, the Halifax Plc, and the BIS. The data are available for:
1980:1-2007:4, in the case of the euro area; 1967:2-2008:4, in the US; and 1975:1-2007:4, in the UK.
4.2 An Agnostic Approach: The M-Open Perspective
We start by considering the role of BMA in the context of the M-open perspective. First, we
adopt an "ad-hoc" selection of potential determinants of asset returns. These include: (i) the lag of
consumption growth (￿Ct￿1); (ii) the growth of consumption over the last 12 quarters (￿Ct￿1;t￿12);
(iii) the lag of asset returns (rt￿1); (iv) the lag of the real government bond yield (bondt￿1); (v) the
change in the lag of the real government bond yield (￿bondt￿1); (vi) the lag of the output gap (ogt￿1);
(vii) the lag of in￿ ation (￿t￿1); (viii) the change in the lag of in￿ ation (￿￿t￿1); (ix) the lag of the
change in the short-term interest rate (￿it￿1); (x) the lag of the growth rate of the monetary aggregate
(￿mt￿1);(xi) the lag in the growth rate of the housing price index (￿hpt￿1); (xii) the lag in the change
of the real e⁄ective exchange rate (￿et￿1); (xiii) the lag in the growth rate of the commodity price
index (￿cpt￿1); (xiv) the lag of the consumption-(dis)aggregate wealth ratio (cdayt￿1;cayt￿1); (xv) the
change in the the lag of the consumption-(dis)aggregate wealth ratio (￿cdayt￿1;￿cayt￿1); (xvi) the
10lag of the labour income-consumption ratio (lct￿1); (xvii) the lag in the residential wealth-to-income
ratio (rwyt￿1); (xviii) the lag in the aggregate wealth-to-income ratio (wyt￿1); (xix) the lag in the
dividend-yield ratio (divyldt￿1); (xx) the lag in the ratio of the stock price index scaled by the real GDP
(spgdpt￿1); (xxi) the lag of the change in the unemployment rate (￿ut￿1); (xxii) the lag of the ratio of
durable to nondurable consumption (’t￿1); (xxiii) the lag of the growth rate of credit (￿credt￿1); and
(xxiv) the lag of the leverage ratio of the brokers and dealers￿institutions (SBRDLRt￿1, US only).
In this section we do not impose a speci￿c structure in the model, so that the algorithm looks for all
possible combinations of regressors and the technique estimates their posterior probabilities. Finally,
we consider "in-sample" one-period ahead forecasting regressions.
4.2.1 Euro area
The evidence for the euro area can be found in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 provides a summary of the
results for the 10 "best" models (i.e. the ones with the highest posterior probability) using the Occam￿ s
Window approach. In addition, the number of selected models, the cumulative posterior probability
associated to the 10 "best" models, the posterior inclusion probability, and the mean and the standard
deviation of the posterior distribution of each parameter, the number of variables included in each
model and the corresponding adjusted-R2 statistics are also reported. Table 2 describes the 10 "top-
performing" speci￿cations when we use the Monte Carlo Markov Chain Model Composition (MC3)
method and, for simplicity, the models are de￿ned by inclusion (X) or exclusion (blank) of the speci￿c
variable. It also includes information about the number of selected models, the cumulative posterior
probability associated to the 10 "best" models, the posterior inclusion probability, and the number of
variables included in each model.
As shown in Table 1, several variables seem to be valuable predictors of stock returns in the euro
area. In particular, the posterior probability of inclusion is large (that is, above 25%) in the case of
the lag of asset returns, the government bond yield, the in￿ ation rate, the change in the in￿ ation rate,
the commodity price, the consumption-(dis)aggregate wealth ratio, the labour income-to-consumption
ratio, and the stock price index scaled by GDP. In the case of other variables, such as the growth rate
of the monetary aggregate, the housing price index, the change in the real e⁄ective exchange rate, the
real estate wealth-to-income ratio, the aggregate wealth-to-income ratio and the growth rate of credit,
the empirical results do not support their usefulness in predicting stock returns.
Among the selection of 64 models, the cumulative posterior probability of the 10 best-performing
speci￿cations is high (about 46.7%). Similarly, the adjusted-R2 statistics associated to each of these
models are also large, ranging between 24.8% and 40.5%. Interestingly, the majority of the 10 "best"
11models include a relatively large number of predictors, which highlights the predictability power of
several macroeconomic, ￿nancial and macro-￿nancial variables. Similarly, the coe¢ cients associated to
the predictors do not change substantially among the di⁄erent speci￿cations, which shows that they
are consistently important drivers of variation in future risk premia.
As for Table 2, it con￿rms the previous results. In particular, among the set of potential predictors,
the posterior probability of inclusion is large for ￿nancial (the lag of asset returns, the government bond
yield and the dividend yield ratio) and macroeconomic (the output gap and the commodity price), and
for proxies that capture time-variation in expected returns (the stock price index scaled by GDP). The
cumulative posterior probability of the top 10 models is also substantial (46.5%) from a total of 614
selected models, and their posterior probability ranges between 2.5% and 10.5%. In fact the model
with the highest posterior probability includes four predictors: the lag of stock returns, the government
bond yield, the commodity price and the stock price scaled by GDP.
[ PLACE TABLE 1 HERE. ]
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4.2.2 US
Tables 3 and 4 summarize the empirical evidence for the US. In contrast with the euro area, only
a few number of variables seem to display predictive content for future stock returns in the US. These
are the change in the government bond yield, the change in the in￿ ation rate, and the consumption-
(dis)aggregate wealth ratio, which all have a posterior probability of inclusion above 25%. The aggregate
wealth-to-income ratio also exhibits a posterior probability of inclusion above 10%. In fact, the model
with the highest posterior probability (13.5%) includes both the change in government bond yield and
the consumption-(dis)aggregate wealth ratio. The coe¢ cients associated to the predictors are also in line
with the theory: (i) an increase in the premium associated to government bonds forecasts a fall in stock
returns, re￿ ecting the ￿ ight towards quality, that is, a reallocation of wealth towards risk-free assets;
(ii) an acceleration of in￿ ation predicts an increase in the risk premium as it tends to be associated with
higher economic risks. In addition: (i) as in Sousa (2010a), a rise in the consumption-(dis)aggregate
wealth ratio forecasts an increase in stock returns, re￿ ecting the increase in the wealth composition
risk; (ii) when the aggregate wealth-to-income ratio increases, agents demand a lower stock return as
they become less exposed to idiosyncratic risk, in line with the work of Sousa (2010b). The cumulative
12posterior probability of the 10 "best" models reaches 61.4% from a total of 37 models selected by the
Occam￿ s Window method. The models explain between 4.3% and 10.4% of next quarter stock returns as
re￿ ected by the adjusted-R2 statistics. Interestingly, the constant expected returns benchmark model
has the sixth highest posterior probability (3.1%), which suggests that some historical periods have
been characterized by constancy in risk premium.
Table 4 provides similar results, in that the change in government bond yield and the consumption-
(dis)aggregate wealth remain as the most important predictors of stock returns. In particular, the
model with cday has the highest posterior probability 19.6%, which re￿ ects the importance of the wealth
composition risk. Again, the constant expected return benchmark model is relevant with a posterior
probability of 13%, the second highest among all models. The cumulative posterior probability of the
top 10 models is also large (58.3%) from a total of 652 selected models. Their posterior probability
ranges between 1% and 19.6%.
[ PLACE TABLE 3 HERE. ]
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4.2.3 UK
The results for the UK are presented in Tables 5 and 6. In sharp contrast with the euro area
and the US, the empirical evidence suggests that the major predictors of future stock returns in the
UK are ￿nancial variables, in particular, the government bond yield, the change in government bond
yield and the dividend yield ratio. Only the aggregate wealth-to-income ratio seems to be another
important predictor. In fact, the posterior probability of inclusion of these variables lie well above 25%.
As a result, models with macroeconomic variables and/or empirical proxies developed to capture time-
variation in risk premium do not seem to be relevant in explaining one quarter-ahead stock returns. The
posterior probability associated with the 10 "best" speci￿cations ranges between 2.7% and 20.1% and,
in accordance with the ￿ndings for the euro area, a reasonable number of variables seem to consistently
guide future returns. These models have a cumulative posterior probability of 60.9% from a total of
37 models selected by the Occam￿ s Window method. The adjusted-R2 statistics associated to best-
performing models are also large, and lie between 7.5% and 26.3%. Similarly, the magnitude of the
coe¢ cients associated to the di⁄erent predictors do not change substantially among speci￿cations.
13Table 6 corroborates the previous ￿ndings: the posterior probability of inclusion of ￿nancial variables
such as the government bond yield, change in government bond yield and the dividend yield ratio lie
above or are close to 25%. In addition, some predictors capturing investors￿expectations such as the
consumption-(dis)aggregate wealth ratio, the aggregate wealth-to-income ratio and the stock price index
scaled by GDP have a posterior probability of inclusion above 10%. Among 653 models selected by the
MC3 method, the 10 "best" models represent a cumulative posterior probability of 45.9%. The model
with the highest probability (10.6%) includes only one predictor (the dividend yield ratio), while the
one with the lowest posterior probability (1.4%) includes ￿ve regressors (the constant, the government
bond yield, the change in the government bond yield, the wealth-to-income ratio and the dividend yield
ratio).
[ PLACE TABLE 5 HERE. ]
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4.3 A Focus on the Empirical Finance Literature: The M-Closed Perspec-
tive
A more interesting case is where the true model is not in the model set, the M-closed perspective,
that is, we assess the relevance of variable exclusion. In practice, we restrict the attention to a set
of models developed in the empirical ￿nance literature to forecast stock returns. These are based on
the works of: (i) the Chen et al. (1986); (ii) Campbell (1987) and Ferson (1990); (iii) Harvey (1989);
(iv) Ferson and Harvey (1991); (v) Ferson and Harvey (1993); (vi) Whitelaw (1994), Ponti⁄ and Schall
(1998), and Ferson and Harvey (1999); (vii) Pesaran and Timmerman (1995); (viii) Julliard and Sousa
(2007a); (ix) Julliard and Sousa (2007b); (x) Bossaerts and Hillion (1999); (xi) Rubinstein (1976) and
Breeden (1979), that is, the Consumption-Capital Asset Pricing Model (C-CAPM); (xii) Sousa (2010b);
(xiii) Lettau and Ludvigson (2001); (xiv) Sousa (2010a); (xv) Parker and Julliard (2005); (xvi) Lustig
and van Nieuwerburgh (2005); (xvii) Santos and Veronesi (2006); (xviii) Yogo (2006) and Piazzesi et
al. (2007); and (xix) and Adrian et al. (2010). The ￿rst 17 models are considered for both the euro
area, the US and the UK. In addtion, model (xviii) is taken into account for the US and the UK, while
model (xix) is analyzed only in the case of the US. This is explained by the lack of data.
Using the restricted set of models, we then apply BMA in order to estimate the posterior probability
associated to each of them. For illustration, we present in Tables 7 and 8 an overview of the variables
14included in the 19 models taken from the empirical ￿nance literature. One can see that each model
focuses on a particular number of predictive variables, which are then linked to stock returns in the
context of forecasting. In addition, it is clear that there is no consensus regarding the appropriate
model, as the set of predictors di⁄ers from one model to another. As a result, there is a large amount
of uncertainty regarding not only the "true" model, but also in terms of the variables that explain risk
premium.
[ PLACE TABLE 7 HERE. ]
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4.3.1 Euro area
We start by analyzing the role of BMA in the context of the M-open perspective for the euro area.
Table 9 summarizes the results using the Monte Carlo Markov Chain Model Composite (MC3) method.
It reports the root mean-squared error (RMSE), the ratio of the RMSE of the selected model and the
RMSE of the constant expected return benchmark model, the ratio of the RMSE of the selected model
and the RMSE of the autoregressive benchmark model, the adjusted-R2 statistic of the selected model
and its posterior probability.
The nested forecast comparisons show that, in general, the models perform better than the bench-
mark models. This is particularly important when the benchmark model is the constant expected returns
benchmark, and, therefore, supports the existence of time-variation in expected returns. In fact, the
evidence is a bit mixed in what regards the autoregressive benchmark model. In addition, the posterior
probability associated to the models ranges between 0.0%-0.1% (Lustig and van Nieuwerburgh, 2005;
Whitelaw, 1994; Ponti⁄ and Schall, 1998; Ferson and Harvey, 1999; Pesaran and Timmerman, 1995;
Sousa, 2010b) and 35.3% (Chen et al., 1986). This ￿nding suggests that the lag of stock returns, the
government bond yield, the change in the government bond yield, the output gap, the in￿ ation rate
and the growth in in￿ ation are among the most prominent predictors of stock returns in the euro area.
That is, ￿nancial variables and, above all, macroeconomic variables seem to play a major importance
in forecasting asset returns. In fact, this is also re￿ ected in the adjusted-R2 statistics of models (i),
(ii), (iii), (iv), (v), and (x) which are the highest among all models, as they explain between 12.7% and
17.4% of the variation in next quarter real stock returns. The C-CAPM model performs badly: both
the posterior probability and the adjusted-R2 statistic of the model are negligible. As for the models
15including empirical proxies that capture time-variation, they are typically associated with low posterior
probabilities (in general, below 1%) and also low adjusted-R2 statistics.
Table 10 provides the results for the weighted average model. Speci￿cally, it provides information
about the root mean-squared error and the nested forecast comparisons. We consider 4 situations: (a)
the equally-weighted average model using BMA with the Occam￿ s Window approach; (b) the weighted
average model built with the posterior probabilities computed by using BMA with the Occam￿ s Win-
dow approach; (c) the equally-weighted average model using BMA with the Monte Carlo Markov Chain
Model Composite (MC3) method; and (d) the weighted average model built with the posterior probabil-
ities computed by using BMA with the Monte Carlo Markov Chain Model Composite (MC3) method.
The improvement in terms of forecasting ability of the weighted average model is substantial: the
RMSE of the averaged model is clearly below the ones found for individual models; and the nested
forecast comparisons show that the weighted average model also outperforms the constant expected
return and the autoregressive benchmark models. Therefore, this suggests that one can obtain better
forecasts for future stock returns in the euro area while accounting for model uncertainty.
[ PLACE TABLE 9 HERE. ]
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4.3.2 US
The empirical evidence concerning the US can be found in Table 11. All models improve upon
the benchmark models, as the ratio of the RMSEs suggest. In contrast with the euro area, it can be
seen that the posterior probability associated to the models that capture expectations about future
returns is the largest. This is particularly the case of the models developed by: (i) Sousa (2010a),
with a probability of 51.7%; (ii) Julliard and Sousa (2007b), with a probability of 26.2%; (iii) Yogo
(2006) and Piazzesi et al. (2007), with a probability of 5.4%; and (iv) Lettau and Ludvigson, with
a probability of 4.5%. Therefore, the models with focus on the wealth composition risk, the long-run
risk and the willingness to smooth consumption, and composition risk are among the ones that better
forecast time-variation in expected returns. The adjusted-R2 statistics are also relevant. For instance
the consumption-(dis)aggregate wealth ratio explains 5% of next quarter stock return.
Table 12 displays the information about the weighted average model. Once again, the gains in terms
of predictive ability are important: not only the weighted average model outperforms the benchmark
model, but it also has a RMSE that is smaller than for any individual model.
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4.3.3 UK
The empirical ￿ndings for the UK are similar to the ones described for the US and are displayed
in Tables 13 and 14. Table 13 shows that the models with the largest posterior probability are the
ones based on the works of Julliard and Sousa (2007b), Sousa (2010b), Yogo (2006) and Piazzesi et
al. (2007), Julliard and Sousa (2007a) and Lettau and Ludvigson (2001). In fact, for these models the
posterior probability ranges between 8.7% and 25.8%. This suggests once again that models including
macro-￿nancially motivated variables developed to track changes in investors￿expectations about future
returns are more likely to forecast risk premium. Interestingly, the C-CAPM model has a posterior
probability of 14.5%, that is one of the highest among the selected models. However, when we look
at the adjusted-R2 statistics, it seems that models which include ￿nancial variables perform better.
For instance, the models of Pesaran and Timmerman (1995), Bossaerts and Hillion (1999), Whitelaw
(1994), Ponti⁄and Schall (1998) and Ferson and Harvey (1999), and Harvey (1989) explain 7.8%, 7.7%,
6.3%, and 5.4% of next quarter variation in stock returns, respectively. Taken together, these ￿ndings
suggest that while macro-￿nancial models are more "likely" to be the "true" models, the ones which
include only ￿nancial variables tend to contain a higher predictive ability despite their lower posterior
probability.
Table 14 corroborates the previous ￿ndings for the euro area and the US: BMA helps improving the
forecasting ability for stock returns as the weighted average model delivers a much lower RMSE than
the models taken individually. In addition, the weighed average model also outperforms the benchmark
models in terms of predictive properties.
[ PLACE TABLE 13 HERE. ]
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175 Robustness Analysis
The results presented so far clearly show that BMA improves the predictability of future returns.
In particular, the weighted average model delivers superior forecasting power at the one quarter-ahead
horizons.
We now assess the robustness of the previous ￿ndings in several directions, namely by: (i) looking at
the long-run horizon predictability; (ii) assessing the importance of time variation in predictive ability
via recursive forecasts; and (iii) analyzing the role of BMA in an "out-of-sample" context.
5.1 Long-Run Horizon Predictability
The asset pricing literature has documented long-term predictability of stock returns as Section 2
shows. In addition, the results provided in Section 4 display empirical evidence that is consistent with
an improvement in terms of forecasting power when model uncertainty is taken into account. However,
it refers to short-run predictability, in that we consider only speci￿cations at the one quarter-ahead
horizon. Therefore, the issue of long-run horizon predictability and whether BMA helps improving it
remains an open question that we try to address in this sub-section.
We start by looking at the set of models taken from the empirical literature. In particular, we
consider their "in-sample" predictive ability over di⁄erent time horizons, H. Then, we account for model
uncertainty, and use BMA to estimate the posterior probability associated to each model. Finally, we
analyze the forecasting power of the weighted average model, namely, by comparing it to the benchmark
speci￿cations.
In principle, BMA may deliver a better performance at shorter horizons, given that model uncer-
tainty is more important when less data is employed. In fact, at longer horizons, averaging over the
di⁄erent models included in the information set may introduce noise into the predictive model. Sim-
ilarly, the precision of the predictions about future stock returns may be larger in the short-run due,
for example, to momentum. On the other hand, the recent literature that developed economically mo-
tivated variables that are able to capture time-variation in risk premium has shown that these models
exhibit stronger forecasting power at horizons from 3 to 8 quarters. As a result, one cannot safely say
ex-ante whether the weighted average model can do better in the short-run or in the long-run.
5.1.1 Euro area
Table 15 reports the results about the relative predictive ability of the weighted average model vis-
a-vis the constant expected returns and the autoregressive benchmark speci￿cation at di⁄erent horizons
18and for the euro area. It provides a summary of the root mean-squared error and the nested forecast
comparisons. We consider 2 situations: (a) the equally-weighted average model using BMA with the
Monte Carlo Markov Chain Model Composite (MC3) method; and (b) the weighted average model built
with the posterior probabilities computed by using BMA with the Monte Carlo Markov Chain Model
Composite (MC3) method.
It can be seen that the weighted average model performs better at longer horizons. In fact, the RMSE
strongly falls, in particular, for horizons between 3 and 8 quarters. The superiority of accounting for
model uncertainty is also clear in comparison with the benchmark speci￿cations, as suggested by the
nested forecasts. Interestingly, the predictive ability of the weighted average model built with the
posterior probabilities estimated using BMA is stronger than the equally-weighted average model, both
in terms of the RMSE and when analyzed in confront with the constant expected returns and the
autoregressive models.
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5.1.2 US
The empirical ￿ndings for the US can be found in Table 16. As for the euro area, one concludes that
the performance of BMA improves over longer horizons. This is highlighted not only by the RMSE of
the weighted average model but also by the nested forecast comparisons. However, in contrast with the
euro area, there is not a substantial di⁄erence between the predictive ability of the weighted average
model built with the posterior probabilities estimated using BMA and the equally-weighted average
model. The only exception lies at the horizon of 8 quarters.
[ PLACE TABLE 16 HERE. ]
5.1.3 UK
As for the UK, a summary of the results is reported in Table 17. As before, BMA delivers stronger
forecasting ability at longer horizons, in line with the evidence for the euro area and the US. This is
particularly important when the predictive power is assessed vis-a-vis the autoregressive benchmark
model. However, in sharp contrast with the ￿ndings for the euro area and the US, the results for the
UK suggest that the weighted average model built with the posterior probabilities estimated using BMA
performs worse than the equally-weighted average model.
19In sum, BMA works best with data encompassing long-run horizons, where uncertainty about the
"true" model governing risk premium is larger. In the short-run, it does not work as well, probably,
re￿ ecting the large amount of available data. These ￿ndings imply that one can better track return
predictability at horizons between 3 to 8 quarters when using the BMA framework. In this context, it is
in contrast with the works of Chapman and Yan (2002), Torous et al. (2005), Ang and Bekaert (2007)
and Gomes (2007), who suggest that short-periods, rather than long ones, may be more informative for
predictability of asset returns. It is, however, in line with the ￿ndings of Lettau and Ludvigson (2001),
Lustig and van Nieuwerburgh (2005), Yogo (2006), Piazzesi et al. (2007) and Sousa (2010a) among
others, who ￿nd that the asset returns can be better forecasted at horizons between 3 to 8 quarters.
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5.2 Recursive Forecasts
We now use BMA to track time-variation associated with the likelihood of the di⁄erent models.
In fact, one potential drawback of the previous ￿ndings is that the choice of the forecast period may
have a substantial impact on the results, because the predictive ability may vary substantially over
time (Goyal and Welch, 2008). In order to address this issue, we investigate the time-variation of
BMA performance with the use of recursive forecasts. In practice, we start by considering a minimum
number of observations, which we use to assess the posterior probability associated with each model.
Then, we add one observation at time, and account for model uncertainty by reestimating the posterior
probabilities. We keep iterating until the full sample is used. This procedure allows us to build time-
series for the estimated posterior probabilities associated with the di⁄erent models, so that we can
understand how the likelihood of a given model in representing the "best-performing" speci￿cation for
future risk premium has evolved over time. In fact, in this way we can infer how the performance of
BMA (and, therefore, of the di⁄erent models) evolves over time and where major forecast breakdowns
take place.
5.2.1 Euro area
The recursive posterior probabilities associated with the di⁄erent models for the euro area are
plotted in Figures 1 and 2. The results are broadly consistent with the ￿ndings of Section 4. In fact,
the models that largely dominate in terms of posterior probability are the ones based on purely ￿nancial
or macroeconomic indicators. This is the case of the models by: Chen et al. (11986), with an estimated
20probability around 5% and 60%; Campbell (1987) and Ferson (1990), with an estimated probability of
between 10% and 50%; Harvey (1989), with an estimated probability of between 5% and 20%; Ferson
and Harvey (1991), where the estimated probability ranges between 5% and 20%; and Ferson and
Harvey (1993), where the estimated probability lies between 5% and 30%. In this respect, they clearly
re￿ ect the periods of high or low in￿ ation, government bond yields, and dividend yield ratio. They also
outperform the macro-￿nancial models that capture investors￿expectations about future risk premia.
In fact, in these cases, the majority of the speci￿cations collects less than 10% of posterior probability
(see, for instance, the models by Lettau and Luvigson (2001), Parker and Julliard (2005), Julliard and
Sousa (2007a, 2007b), and Sousa (2010a)), despite its sharp increase around the late nineties, that is,
a period of strong boom in stock markets.
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5.2.2 US
Figures 3 and 4 display the recursive posterior probabilities associated with the di⁄erent models
for the US. The models which, in general, display the highest posterior probability are the ones by:
Lettau and Ludvigson (2001), with an estimated probability around 4% and 14%; Sousa (2010b), with
an estimated probability of between 10% and 50%; Sousa (2010b), with an estimated probability of
between 5% and 25%; Julliard and Sousa (2007a), where the estimated probability ranges between 5%
and 25%; Julliard and Sousa (2007b), where the estimated probability lies between 10% and 60%. This
piece of evidence largely re￿ ects the importance of episodes of strong ￿nancial wealth dynamics that
were typically associated with periods of booms in the stock market. Interestingly, the C-CAPM model
and the labour income-consumption ratio (Santos and Veronesi, 2006) seem to perform relatively well,
although the posterior probabilities associated with these models have substantially declined around
2000. In fact, this represents an important forecast breakdown for these models. Consequently, one can
interpret this result as providing support for important changes in the pattern of long-run equilibrium
consumption among euro area countries due to the burst of the technological bubble. Another model
which forecasting ability has been reasonably high over time is the one based on the works of Campbell
(1987) and Ferson (1990), and clearly re￿ ects the evolving dynamics of government bond yields. The
models linked to the behavior of housing markets, such as the housing collateral ratio (Lustig and
van Nieuwerburgh, 2005) and the composition risk (Yogo, 2006; Piazzesi et al., 2007) have a higher
21posterior probability in the ￿rst few years of the recursive forecasting period, which highlights the solid
growth of real estate markets in this sub-sample. Finally, the model by Adrian et al. (2010) exhibits a
posterior probability that dramatically increased after 2001. This is explained by the enormous growth
of the wealth under dealers and brokers activity. With the collapse of the ￿nancial system in 2007, the
estimated posterior probability associated with this model has also strongly fallen.
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5.2.3 UK
Figure 5 and 6 plot the recursive posterior probabilities of the several models under consideration
for the UK. The evidence is similar to the case of the US, in that macro-￿nancial models are generally
associated with the highest posterior probability. For instance, the model by Lettau and Ludvigson
(2001), has an estimated probability of around 6% and 12%; the one by Sousa (2010b), has an estimated
probability of between 6% and 20%; Julliard and Sousa (2007a), where the estimated probability ranges
between 8% and 20%; Julliard and Sousa (2007b), where the estimated probability lies between 10%
and 25%. Interestingly, the C-CAPM model performed best among all models in the ￿rst 5 years of
the sample, when the posterior probability ranged between 20% and 60%. Nevertheless, there is a clear
downward trend in the recursive probability of this model, which explains its relatively poor forecasting
power over the full sample. This is in line with the works of Paye and Timmermann (2006) and Ang
and Bekaert (2007), who ￿nd a steady decline of predictability since the late eighties. As for the models
that take into account the behavior of housing markets, they have a higher posterior probability in the
￿rst half of the nineties, in correspondence with a period of long-lived ￿ uctuations in housing prices.
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5.3 Out￿ of-Sample Forecasts
As a ￿nal robustness check, we assess the forecasting power of BMA in an "out-of-sample" context.
This exercise faces several econometric issues. First, Ferson et al. (2003) and Torous et al. (2005) argue
22that the results from the "in-sample" regressions could be spurious and the R2 and statistical signi￿cance
of the regressors might be upward biased when both expected returns and the predictive variable are
highly persistent. Consequently, we perform an exercise based on "out-of-sample" forecasts, although
(as pointed by Inoue and Kilian (2004)) the "in-sample" and "out-of-sample" tests are asymptotically
equally reliable under the null of no predictability Similarly, Cochrane (2008) emphasizes the low power
of the "out-of-sample" forecasting exercises. Second, Brennan and Xia (2005) show that a ￿look-
ahead￿bias could arise when the coe¢ cients of the predictive variable are estimated using the full data
sample. This is particularly important in the case of predictors built from the estimation of a ￿xed
cointegrating vector, such as the consumption-wealth ratio (Lettau and Ludvigson, 2001; Julliard and
Sousa, 2007a), the housing collateral ratio (Lustig and van Nieuwerburgh, 2005), the consumption-
(dis)aggregate wealth ratio (Julliard and Sousa, 2007b; Sousa, 2010a) and the aggregate wealth-to-
income ratio (Sousa, 2010b). As a result, we present the results from out-of-sample forecasts using only
the data available at the time of the forecast. In particular, we consider the last 10 years of data as
the forecasting period. The di¢ culty with this technique, as argued in Lettau and Ludvigson (2001),
is that it could strongly understate the predictive power of the regressor, therefore, making it di¢ cult
to display forecasting power when the theory is true.
5.3.1 Euro area
Table 18 reports the results about the relative predictive ability of the weighted average model vis-
a-vis the constant expected returns and the autoregressive benchmark speci￿cation at di⁄erent horizons
and for the euro area. It summarizes the information about the root mean-squared error and the nested
forecast comparisons. We consider 2 situations: (a) the equally-weighted average model using BMA
with the Monte Carlo Markov Chain Model Composite (MC3) method; and (b) the weighted average
model built with the posterior probabilities computed by using BMA with the Monte Carlo Markov
Chain Model Composite (MC3) method.
The empirical ￿ndings suggest that the weighted average model has a stronger forecasting power at
longer horizons. In fact, the RMSE strongly falls, in particular, for horizons of 3 and 4 quarters-ahead.
The superiority of BMA is also visible in the comparisons with the benchmark models. Interestingly,
while the predictive ability of the weighted average model built with the posterior probabilities estimated
using BMA is larger than the equally-weighted average model at longer horizons, the last model delivers
higher precision at short horizons.
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235.3.2 US
The empirical ￿ndings for the US can be found in Table 19. We conclude that the performance of
equally-weighted average model is largest at longer horizons. In contrast, the weighted average model
based on the posterior probabilities delivers better forecasting properties in the short-run. When we
compare the predictive ability of the weighted average model and the benchmark speci￿cations, we can
see that the gains in terms of precision of the forecasts are magni￿ed vis-a-vis the autoregressive model.
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5.3.3 UK
Table 20 provides a summary of the results for the UK. Similarly to the evidence for the euro area
and the US, BMA delivers stronger forecasting ability at longer horizons, in particular, when assessed
versus the autoregressive benchmark model. The results suggest that the weighted average model
built with the posterior probabilities estimated using BMA performs worse than the equally-weighted
average model, a feature that can also be found in the US. Therefore, the "out-of-sample" evidence
largely con￿rms the "in-sample" ￿ndings.
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6 Conclusion
The current ￿nancial crisis has demonstrated that the ￿nancial system, the housing sector, and
the banking sector are strongly connected not only in domestic terms, but also when considering inter-
country dimensions. These linkages, in turn, can generate important wealth dynamics.
In this paper, we show that predicting asset returns in the euro area, the US and the UK faces a
large amount of model uncertainty.
We use a Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) approach to account for such uncertainty, and ￿nd that
it can deliver superior focasting ability.
The empirical evidence for the euro area suggests that several macroeconomic, ￿nancial and macro-
￿nancial variables are consistently among the most prominent determinants of future risk premium. As
for the US, only a few number of factors play an important role. In the case of the UK, the major
24predictors of future stock returns are ￿nancial variables. These results are corroborated for both the M-
open and the M-closed perspectives and in the context of "in-sample" and "out-of-sample" forecasting.
Moreover, we highlight that the predictive power of the weighted averaged model is stronger at
longer periods, and clearly superior to the constant expected returns and autoregressive benchmark
models.
In light of the results and from a policy perspective, BMA can be a useful tool towards resolving the
problem of model uncertainty. Most importantly, it can contribute towards the identi￿cation of a set
of predictors that are able to track future stock returns and, therefore, time-variation in risk premium.
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A Data Description
A.1 Euro area Data
Euro area aggregates are calculated as weighted average of euro-11 before 1999 and, thereafter, as
break-corrected series covering the real-time composition of the euro area.
GDP
Seasonally adjusted nominal GDP (￿ stocks￿ ) at market prices. From 1999:1 onwards, this series
covers nominal GDP of the real-time composition of the euro area, correcting for the breaks caused
by the several enlargements, i.e. currently the observations from 2007:4 backwards are extrapolations
based on growth rates calculated from the levels series compiled for the euro area 15 in 2008. For period
before 1999, the nominal GDP series for the euro area is constructed by aggregating national GDP data
for euro 11 using the irrevocable ￿xed exchange rates of 31 December 1998 for the period 1980:1-1998:4.
Again, growth rates from this series are used to backward extend the euro area GDP series.
The euro area seasonally adjusted real GDP series (at 2000 constant prices) has been constructed
before 1999 by aggregating national real GDP data using the irrevocable ￿xed exchange rates. As for
the euro area nominal GDP, an arti￿cial euro area real GDP series has also been constructed using the
procedure illustrated above. Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted, expressed in million of euro, and
comprise the period 1980:1-2007:4.
Price De￿ator
All variables are expressed in real terms by using the GDP de￿ ator. The GDP de￿ ator is calculated
as a simple ratio between nominal and real GDP. The year base is 2000 (2000 = 100). Data are quarterly,
seasonally adjusted, and comprise the period 1980:1-2007:4.
Monetary Aggregate (M3)
All the data used are denominated in euro. The seasonally adjusted M3 series for the euro area
has been constructed using the index of adjusted stocks for the corresponding real time composition of
the currency area. This index corrects for breaks due to enlargement, but as well for reclassi￿cations,
exchange rate revaluations and other revaluations. In order to translate the index into outstanding
31amounts, the M3 seasonally adjusted index of adjusted stocks for the euro area has been re-based to
be equal to the value of the seasonally adjusted stock for the euro area M3 in January 2008. Before
1999, stocks and ￿ ows of the estimated ￿euro area M3￿are derived by by aggregating national stocks
and ￿ ows at irrevocable ￿xed exchange rates. Data are seasonally adjusted quarterly averages covering
the period 1980:2 to 2007:4.
Short-Run Interest Rate
For short-term interest rates from January 1999 onwards, the euro area three-month Euribor is used.
Before 1999, the arti￿cial euro area nominal interest rates used are estimated as weighted averages
of national interest rates calculated with ￿xed weights based on 1999 GDP at PPP exchange rates.
National short-term rates are three-month market rates. Data are quarterly averages, and comprise the
period 1980:1-2007:4.
Producer Price Index
World market prices of raw materials. Total index. USD basis, converted into euro. Weighted
according to commodity imports of OECD countries, 1989-1991, excluding EU- internal trade. Share
in total index: 100%. Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted, and comprise the period 1980:1-2007:4.
Consumption
Total ￿nal private consumption. Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted, expressed in million of
euro, and comprise the period 1980:1-2007:4. The construction principle is similar to that described for
disposable income.
Disposable Income
Total compensation of employees. From 1999:1 onwards, this series covers nominal disposable income
of the real-time composition of the euro area, correcting for the breaks caused by the several enlarge-
ments, i.e. currently the observations from 2007:4 backwards are extrapolations based on growth rates
calculated from the levels series compiled for the euro area 15 in 2008. For period before 1999, the
nominal disposable income series for the euro area is constructed by aggregating national disposable
income data for euro 11 using the irrevocable ￿xed exchange rates of 31 December 1998 for the pe-
riod 1980:1-1998:4. Again, growth rates from this series are used to backward extend the euro area
disposable income series.
The euro area seasonally adjusted real disposable income series (at 2005 constant prices) has been
constructed before 1999 by aggregating national real disposable income data using the irrevocable ￿xed
32exchange rates. As for the euro area nominal disposable income, an arti￿cial euro area real disposable
income series has also been constructed using the procedure illustrated above. Data are quarterly,
seasonally adjusted, expressed in million of euro, and comprise the period 1980:1-2007:4.
Aggregate Wealth
Aggregate wealth is de￿ned as the net worth of households and nonpro￿t organizations, this is, the
sum of ￿nancial wealth and housing wealth. Original series are provided at quarterly frequency from
the euro area quarterly sectoral accounts for the period 1999:1-2007:4 and at annual frequency from the
monetary union ￿nancial accounts for the period 1995-1998 and from national sources for the period
1980-1994. Quarterly data before 1999 are back-casted and interpolated using quadratic smoothing
and corrected for breaks. Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted, expressed in million of Euro, and
comprise the period 1980:1-2007:4.
Financial Wealth
Net ￿nancial wealth is the di⁄erence between ￿nancial assets (currency and deposits, debt securi-
ties, shares and mutual fund shares, insurance reserves, net others) and ￿nancial liabilities (excluding
mortgage loans) held by households and non-pro￿t institutions serving households. Original series are
provided at quarterly frequency from the euro area quarterly sectoral accounts for the period 1999:1-
2007:4 and at annual frequency from the monetary union ￿nancial accounts for the period 1995-1998
and from national sources for the period 1980-1994. Quarterly data before 1999 are back-casted and in-
terpolated using quadratic smoothing and corrected for breaks. Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted,
expressed in million of Euro, and comprise the period 1980:1-2007:4.
Housing Wealth
Net housing wealth is the di⁄erence between gross housing wealth and mortgage loans held by house-
holds and non-pro￿t institutions serving households. Original series are provided at annual frequency
and quarterly data are back-casted and interpolated using quadratic smoothing. Housing wealth data
are at current replacement costs net of capital depreciation based on ECB estimates. Data are quarterly,
seasonally adjusted, expressed in million of Euro, and comprise the period 1980:1-2007:4.
Stock Market Index
The source is the Financial Market Data Bank Project (FMDB) for the EMU-DS market. Data are
quarterly and comprise the period 1980:1-2007:4.
33Housing Price Index
The data on euro area house price index comes from the ECB. Data are quarterly and comprise the
period 1980:1-2007:4.
Exchange rate
Exchange rate corresponds to real e⁄ective exchange rate. Data are quarterly. The series comprises
the period 1980:1-2007:4 and the source is the Bank for International Settlements (BIS).
Credit
Credit is proxied by loans for house purchase, which is a component of the loans to Households by
Monetary and Financial Institutions (MFI). Original series are provided at annual frequency and quar-
terly data are back-casted and interpolated using quadratic smoothing. Data are quarterly, seasonally
adjusted, expressed in million of Euro, and comprise the period 1980:1-2007:4.
A.2 US Data
GDP
The source is Bureau of Economic Analysis, NIPA Table 1.1.5, line 1. Data for GDP are quarterly,
seasonally adjusted , and comprise the period 1947:1-2008:4.
Price De￿ator
All variables were de￿ ated by the CPI, All items less food, shelter, and energy (US city average,
1982-1984=100) ("CUSR0000SA0L12E"). Data are quarterly (computed from monthly series by using
end-of-period values), seasonally adjusted , and comprise the period 1967:1-2008:4. The source is the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Monetary Aggregate
Monetary Aggregate corresponds to M2. Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted , and comprise the
period 1960:1-2008:4. The sources are the OECD, Main Economic Indicators (series "USA.MABMM201.STSA")
and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Release H6.
34Short-Run Interest Rate
Short-Run Interest Rate is de￿ned as the Federal Funds e⁄ective rate. Data are quarterly (computed
from monthly series by using the compounded rate), and comprise, respectively, the periods 1957:2-
2008:4. The source is the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Release H15 (series
"RIFSPFF_N.M" and "RIFSGFSM03_N.M").
Producer Price Indexes
Producer Price Indexes include: (a) the producers￿ price index, Materials and components for
construction (1982=100) (series "WPUSOP2200"); (b) the producers￿price index, All commodities
(1982=100) (series "WPU00000000"); (c) the producers￿price index, Crude materials (stage of process-
ing), (1982=100) (series "WPUSOP1000"); (d) the producers￿ price index, Intermediate materials,
supplies and components (1982=100) (series "WPUSOP2000"). Data are quarterly (computed from
monthly series by using end-of-period values), and comprise the period 1947:1-2008:4. All series are
seasonally adjusted using Census X12 ARIMA. The source is the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Unemployment Rate
Unemployment rate is de￿ned as the civilian unemployment rate (16 and over) (series "LNS14000000").
Data are quarterly (computed from monthly series by using end-of-period values), seasonally adjusted
and comprise the period 1948:1-2008:4. The source is the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population
Survey.
Consumption
Consumption is de￿ned as the expenditure in non-durable consumption goods and services. Data
are quarterly, seasonally adjusted at an annual rate, measured in billions of dollars (2000 prices), in per
capita terms and expressed in the logarithmic form. Series comprises the period 1947:1-2008:4. The
source is U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, NIPA Table 2.3.5.
Disposable Income
After-tax labor income is de￿ned as the sum of wage and salary disbursements (line 3), personal
current transfer receipts (line 16) and employer contributions for employee pension and insurance funds
(line 7) minus personal contributions for government social insurance (line 24), employer contributions
for government social insurance (line 8 ) and taxes. Taxes are de￿ned as: [(wage and salary disburse-
ments (line 3)) / (wage and salary disbursements (line 3)+ proprietor￿income with inventory valuation
35and capital consumption adjustments (line 9) + rental income of persons with capital consumption
adjustment (line 12) + personal dividend income (line 15) + personal interest income (line 14))] *
(personal current taxes (line 25)). Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted at annual rates, measured in
billions of dollars (2000 prices), in per capita terms and expressed in the logarithmic form. Series com-
prises the period 1947:1-2008:4. The source of information is U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau
of Economic Analysis, NIPA Table 2.1..
Aggregate wealth
Aggregate wealth is de￿ned as the net worth of households and nonpro￿t organizations. Data are
quarterly, seasonally adjusted at an annual rate, measured in billions of dollars (2000 prices), in per
capita terms and expressed in the logarithmic form. Series comprises the period 1952:2-2008:4. The
source of information is Board of Governors of Federal Reserve System, Flow of Funds Accounts, Table
B.100, line 41 (series FL152090005.Q).
Financial wealth
Financial wealth is de￿ned as the sum of ￿nancial assets (deposits, credit market instruments, corpo-
rate equities, mutual fund shares, security credit, life insurance reserves, pension fund reserves, equity in
noncorporate business, and miscellaneous assets - line 8 of Table B.100 - series FL154090005.Q) minus ￿-
nancial liabilities (credit market instruments excluding home mortgages, security credit, trade payables,
and deferred and unpaid life insurance premiums - line 30 of Table B.100 - series FL154190005.Q). Data
are quarterly, seasonally adjusted at an annual rate, measured in billions of dollars (2000 prices), in per
capita terms and expressed in the logarithmic form. Series comprises the period 1952:2-2008:4. The
source of information is Board of Governors of Federal Reserve System, Flow of Funds Accounts, Table
B.100.
Housing wealth
Housing wealth (or home equity) is de￿ned as the value of real estate held by households (line
4 of Table B.100 - series FL155035015.Q) minus home mortgages (line 32 of Table B.100 - series
FL153165105.Q). Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted at an annual rate, measured in billions of
dollars (2000 prices), in per capita terms and expressed in the logarithmic form. Series comprises the
period 1952:2-2008:4. The source of information is Board of Governors of Federal Reserve System, Flow
of Funds Accounts, Table B.100.
36Stock Market Index
Stock Market Index corresponds to S&P 500 Composite Price Index (close price adjusted for divi-
dends and splits). Data are quarterly (computed from monthly series by using end-of-period values),
and comprise the period 1950:1-2008:4.
Housing Price Index
Housing prices are measured using two sources: (a) the Price Index of New One-Family Houses sold
including the Value of Lot provided by the US Census, an index based on houses sold in 1996, available
for the period 1963:1-2008:4; and (b) the House Price Index computed by the O¢ ce of Federal Housing
Enterprise Oversight (OFHEO), available for the period 1975:1-2008:4. Data are quarterly, seasonally
adjusted.
Other Housing Market Indicators are provided by the US Census. We use the Median Sales Price
of New Homes Sold including land and the New Privately Owned Housing Units Started. The data
for the Median Sales Price of New Homes Sold including land are quarterly, seasonally adjusted using
Census X12 ARIMA, and comprise the period 1963:1-2008:4. The data for the New Privately Owned
Housing Units Started are quarterly (computed by the sum of corresponding monthly values), seasonally
adjusted and comprise the period 1959:1-2008:4.
Exchange Rate
Exchange rate corresponds to real e⁄ective exchange rate (series ￿RNUS￿ ). Data are quarterly
(computed from monthly series by using end-of-period values). The series comprises the period 1964:1-
2008:4 and the source is the Bank for International Settlements (BIS).
Asset Returns
Asset returns were computed using the MSCI-US Total Return Index, which measure the market
performance, including price performance and income from dividend payments. I use the index which
includes gross dividends, this is, approximating the maximum possible dividend reinvestment. The
amount reinvested is the dividend distributed to individuals resident in the country of the company,
but does not include tax credits. Series comprises the period 1970:1-2008:4. The source of information
is Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI).
37Credit
Credit corresponds to consumer credit. Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted at an annual rate,
measured in billions of dollars (2000 prices), in per capita terms and expressed in the logarithmic form.
Series comprises the period 1952:2-2008:4. The source of information is Board of Governors of Federal
Reserve System, Flow of Funds Accounts, Table B.100, line 34 (series FL153166000.Q).
Brokers and Dealers￿Leverage Ratio
Brokers and dealers￿leverage ratio is de￿ned as assets divided by equity where equity is the di⁄erence
between assets and liabilities. Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted at an annual rate, measured in bil-
lions of dollars (2000 prices), in per capita terms and expressed in the logarithmic form. Series comprises
the period 1952:2-2008:4. The source of information is Board of Governors of Federal Reserve System,
Flow of Funds Accounts, Table L.129, lines 1 and 13 (series FL664090005.Q and FL664190005.Q).
A.3 UK Data
GDP
The source is O¢ ce for National Statistics (ONS), series "YBHA". Data for GDP are quarterly,
seasonally adjusted , and comprise the period 1955:1-2008:4.
Price De￿ator
All variables were de￿ ated by the GDP de￿ ator (series "YBGB"). Data are quarterly, seasonally
adjusted, and comprise the period 1955:1-2008:4. The source is the O¢ ce for National Statistics.
Monetary Aggregate
Monetary Aggregate corresponds to M4. Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted , and comprise the
period 1963:2-2008:4. The source is the O¢ ce for National Statistics, series "AUYN".
Short-Run Interest Rate
Short-Run Interest Rate is de￿ned as the 3-month Treasury Bill rate. Data are quarterly (computed
from monthly series by using the compounded rate), and comprise the period 1963:2-2008:4. The source
is the Datastream, series "UK3MTHINE".
38Producer Price Index
Producer Price Indexes include the producers￿price index, Input prices (materials and fuel) (series
"RNNK"). Data are quarterly (computed from monthly series by using end-of-period values), and
comprise the period 1974:1-2008:4. All series are seasonally adjusted using Census X12 ARIMA. The
source is the O¢ ce for National Statistics.
Unemployment Rate
Unemployment rate is de￿ned as the civilian unemployment rate (16 and over) (series "MGSX").
Data are quarterly (computed from monthly series by using end-of-period values), seasonally adjusted
and comprise the period 1971:1-2008:4. The source is the O¢ ce for National Statistics.
Consumption
Consumption is de￿ned as total consumption (ZAKV) less consumption of durable (UTIB) and
semi-durable goods (UTIR). Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted at an annual rate, measured in
millions of pounds (2001 prices), in per capita and expressed in the logarithmic form. Series comprises
the period 1963:1-2008:4. The source is O¢ ce for National Statistics (ONS).
Disposable Income
After-tax labor income is de￿ned as the sum of wages and salaries (ROYJ), social bene￿ts (GZVX),
self employment (ROYH), other bene￿ts (RPQK + RPHS + RPHT - ROYS - GZVX + AIIV), employers
social contributions (ROYK) less social contributions (AIIV) and taxes. Taxes are de￿ned as (taxes on
income (RPHS) and other taxes (RPHT)) x ((wages and salaries (ROYJ) + self employment (ROYH))
/ (wages and salaries (ROYJ) + self employment (ROYH) + other income (ROYL - ROYT + NRJN
- ROYH)). Data are quarterly, measured in millions of pounds (2001 prices), in per capita terms and
expressed in the logarithmic form. Series comprises the period 1974:3-2008:4. The sources of information
are: Fernandez-Corugedo et al. (2007) - provided by the O¢ ce for National Statistics (ONS) -, for the
period 1974:3-1986:4; and the O¢ ce for National Statistics (ONS), for the period 1987:1-2008:4.
Aggregate wealth
Aggregate wealth is de￿ned as the net worth of households and nonpro￿t organizations, this is, the
sum of ￿nancial wealth and housing wealth. Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted at an annual rate,
measured in millions of pounds (2001 prices), in per capita terms and expressed in the logarithmic form.
Series comprises the period 1975:1-2008:4. The sources of information are: Fernandez-Corugedo et al.
39(2007) - provided by the O¢ ce for National Statistics (ONS) -, for the period 1975:1-1986:4; and the
O¢ ce for National Statistics (ONS), for the period 1987:1-2008:4.
Financial wealth
Financial wealth is de￿ned as the net ￿nancial wealth of households and nonpro￿t organizations
(NZEA). Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted at an annual rate, measured in millions of pounds
(2001 prices), in per capita terms and expressed in the logarithmic form. Series comprises the period
1970:1-2008:4. The sources of information are: Fernandez-Corugedo et al. (2007) - provided by the
O¢ ce for National Statistics (ONS) -, for the period 1970:1-1986:4; and the O¢ ce for National Statistics
(ONS), for the period 1987:1-2008:4.
Housing wealth
Housing wealth is de￿ned as the housing wealth of households and nonpro￿t organizations and is
computed as the sum of tangible assets in the form of residential buildings adjusted by changes in house
prices (CGRI), the dwellings (of private sector) of gross ￿xed capital formation (GGAG) and Council
house sales (CTCS). Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted at an annual rate, measured in millions
of pounds (2001 prices), in per capita terms and expressed in the logarithmic form. Series comprises
the period 1975:1-2008:4. The sources of information are: Fernandez-Corugedo et al. (2007) - provided
by the O¢ ce for National Statistics (ONS) -, for the period 1975:1-1986:4; and the O¢ ce for National
Statistics (ONS), for the period 1987:1-2008:4. For data on house prices, the sources of information are:
O¢ ce of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM), Halifax Plc and the Nationwide Building Society.
Stock Market Index
Stock Market Index corresponds to FTSE-All shares Index. Data are quarterly (computed from
monthly series by using end-of-period values), and comprise the period 1975:1-2008:4.
Housing Price Index
Housing Price Index corresponds to Nationwide: All Houses Price Index. Data are quarterly, sea-
sonally adjusted using Census X12 ARIMA, and comprise the period 1955:1-2008:4.
Exchange rate
Exchange rate corresponds to real e⁄ective exchange rate (series ￿RNGB￿ ). Data are quarterly
(computed from monthly series by using end-of-period values). The series comprises the period 1964:1-
2008:4 and the source is the Bank for International Settlements (BIS).
40Asset Returns
Asset returns were computed using the MSCI-UK Total Return Index, which measure the market
performance, including price performance and income from dividend payments. I use the index which
includes gross dividends, this is, approximating the maximum possible dividend reinvestment. The
amount reinvested is the dividend distributed to individuals resident in the country of the company,
but does not include tax credits. Series comprises the period 1970:1-2008:4. The source of information
is Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI).
Credit
Credit corresponds to mortgage loans. Data are quarterly, seasonally adjusted at an annual rate,
measured in billions of dollars (2000 prices), in per capita terms and expressed in the logarithmic
form. Series comprises the period 1983:1-2007:4. The source of information is the Halifax mortgage








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































50Table 9: Bayesian Model Averaging using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite method:
EA evidence for a selection of 19 models taken from the empirical ￿nance literature.
Model CRR_1986 C_1987; F_1990 H_1989 FH_1991 FH_1993
RMSE 0.792 0.847 0.802 0.793 0.800
Model vs. Constant 0.890 0.920 0.895 0.890 0.894




0.158 0.127 0.174 0.174 0.158
post prob 0.353 0.202 0.036 0.052 0.288
Model W_1994; PS_1998; FH_1999 PT_1995 JS_2007a JS_2007b BH_1999
RMSE 0.975 0.874 0.994 0.994 0.796
Model vs. Constant 0.987 0.935 0.997 0.997 0.892




0.005 0.080 0.000 0.000 0.171
post prob 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.004 0.039
Model C-CAPM S_2010b LL_2001 S_2010a PJ_2005
RMSE 0.995 0.982 0.994 0.998 0.962
Model vs. Constant 0.997 0.991 0.997 0.999 0.981




0.000 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.028
post prob 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.004 0.007
Model LvN_2005 SV_2006
RMSE 0.999 0.998
Model vs. Constant 0.999 0.999





post prob 0.000 0.003
Note: "post prob" denotes the posterior probability and RMSE corresponds to the root mean-squared error. "Model vs. Constant" is
the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the RMSE of the constant expected returns benchmark model. "Model vs AR1" is the ratio




stands for the adjusted-R2 statistic. All results
are based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite (MC3) method.
51Table 10: In-sample performance of the averaged model vis-a-vis benchmark models: EA evidence.
Weighted averaged model Occam Window + Equal Occam Window + Bayes
RMSE 0.620 0.626
Model vs. Constant 0.787 0.791
Model vs. AR1 0.824 0.829
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.863 0.789
Model vs. Constant 0.929 0.888
Model vs. AR1 0.973 0.930
Note: RMSE corresponds to the root mean-squared error. "Model vs. Constant" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the
RMSE of the constant expected returns benchmark model. "Model vs AR1" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the RMSE
of the autoregressive benchmark model. "Equal" and "Bayes" stand for the equally-averaged model and averaged model based on the
posterior probabilities, respectively. The results are based on the Occam Window and the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite
(MC3) methods.
52Table 11: Bayesian Model Averaging using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite method:
US evidence for a selection of 19 models taken from the empirical ￿nance literature.
Model CRR_1986 C_1987; F_1990 H_1989 FH_1991 FH_1993
RMSE 0.916 0.951 0.993 0.973 0.953
Model vs. Constant 0.957 0.975 0.997 0.987 0.976




0.039 0.026 0.000 0.000 0.009
post prob 0.002 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000
Model W_1994; PS_1998; FH_1999 PT_1995 JS_2007a JS_2007b BH_1999
RMSE 0.994 0.943 0.982 0.941 0.949
Model vs. Constant 0.997 0.971 0.991 0.991 0.974




0.000 0.019 0.003 0.044 0.021
post prob 0.000 0.000 0.026 0.262 0.000
Model C-CAPM S_2010b LL_2001 S_2010a PJ_2005
RMSE 1.000 0.978 0.982 0.942 0.993
Model vs. Constant 0.991 0.989 0.991 0.971 0.996




0.000 0.015 0.011 0.050 0.000
post prob 0.038 0.021 0.045 0.517 0.017
Model LvN_2005 SV_2006 Y_2006; PST_2007 AMS_2010
RMSE 0.998 1.000 0.993 0.994
Model vs. Constant 0.999 1.000 0.996 0.997




0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
post prob 0.003 0.004 0.054 0.000
Note: "post prob" denotes the posterior probability and RMSE corresponds to the root mean-squared error. "Model vs. Constant" is
the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the RMSE of the constant expected returns benchmark model. "Model vs AR1" is the ratio




stands for the adjusted-R2 statistic. All results
are based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite (MC3) method.
53Table 12: In-sample performance of the averaged model vis-a-vis benchmark models: US evidence.
Weighted averaged model Occam Window + Equal Occam Window + Bayes
RMSE 0.885 0.880
Model vs. Constant 0.941 0.938
Model vs. AR1 0.911 0.908
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.951 0.943
Model vs. Constant 0.975 0.971
Model vs. AR1 0.944 0.940
Note: RMSE corresponds to the root mean-squared error. "Model vs. Constant" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the
RMSE of the constant expected returns benchmark model. "Model vs AR1" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the RMSE
of the autoregressive benchmark model. "Equal" and "Bayes" stand for the equally-averaged model and averaged model based on the
posterior probabilities, respectively. The results are based on the Occam Window and the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite
(MC3) methods.
54Table 13: Bayesian Model Averaging using the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite method:
UK evidence for a selection of 19 models taken from the empirical ￿nance literature.
Model CRR_1986 C_1987; F_1990 H_1989 FH_1991 FH_1993
RMSE 0.936 0.962 0.913 0.912 0.943
Model vs. Constant 0.967 0.981 0.955 0.955 0.971




0.000 0.003 0.054 0.044 0.000
post prob 0.001 0.007 0.001 0.001 0.001
Model W_1994; PS_1998; FH_1999 PT_1995 JS_2007a JS_2007b BH_1999
RMSE 0.916 0.869 0.969 0.949 0.880
Model vs. Constant 0.957 0.932 0.985 0.985 0.938




0.063 0.078 0.010 0.030 0.077
post prob 0.017 0.004 0.100 0.258 0.004
Model C-CAPM S_2010b LL_2001 S_2010a PJ_2005
RMSE 0.983 0.962 0.985 0.970 0.999
Model vs. Constant 0.985 0.981 0.992 0.985 1.000




0.006 0.027 0.004 0.019 0.000
post prob 0.145 0.014 0.087 0.176 0.024
Model LvN_2005 SV_2006 Y_2006; PST_2007
RMSE 0.959 0.988 0.987
Model vs. Constant 0.979 0.994 0.993





post prob 0.008 0.052 0.102
Note: "post prob" denotes the posterior probability and RMSE corresponds to the root mean-squared error. "Model vs. Constant" is
the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the RMSE of the constant expected returns benchmark model. "Model vs AR1" is the ratio




stands for the adjusted-R2 statistic. All results
are based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite (MC3) method.
55Table 14: In-sample performance of the averaged model vis-a-vis benchmark models: UK evidence.
Weighted averaged model Occam Window + Equal Occam Window + Bayes
RMSE 0.753 0.762
Model vs. Constant 0.868 0.873
Model vs. AR1 0.848 0.853
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.912 0.950
Model vs. Constant 0.955 0.974
Model vs. AR1 0.934 0.953
Note: RMSE corresponds to the root mean-squared error. "Model vs. Constant" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the
RMSE of the constant expected returns benchmark model. "Model vs AR1" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the RMSE
of the autoregressive benchmark model. "Equal" and "Bayes" stand for the equally-averaged model and averaged model based on the
posterior probabilities, respectively. The results are based on the Occam Window and the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite
(MC3) methods.
56Table 15: In-sample performance of the averaged model at di⁄erent horizons: EA evidence.
H = 1
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.863 0.789
Model vs. Constant 0.929 0.888
Model vs. AR1 0.973 0.930
H = 2
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.857 0.777
Model vs. Constant 0.926 0.882
Model vs. AR1 0.911 0.867
H = 3
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.815 0.709
Model vs. Constant 0.903 0.842
Model vs. AR1 0.877 0.818
H = 4
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.797 0.659
Model vs. Constant 0.893 0.812
Model vs. AR1 0.853 0.776
H = 8
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.718 0.528
Model vs. Constant 0.847 0.727
Model vs. AR1 0.738 0.633
Note: RMSE corresponds to the root mean-squared error. "Model vs. Constant" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the
RMSE of the constant expected returns benchmark model. "Model vs AR1" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the RMSE
of the autoregressive benchmark model. "Equal" and "Bayes" stand for the equally-averaged model and averaged model based on the
posterior probabilities, respectively. The results are based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite (MC3) method.
57Table 16: In-sample performance of the averaged model at di⁄erent horizons: US evidence.
H = 1
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.951 0.943
Model vs. Constant 0.975 0.971
Model vs. AR1 0.944 0.940
H = 2
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.917 0.902
Model vs. Constant 0.958 0.950
Model vs. AR1 0.905 0.897
H = 3
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.893 0.872
Model vs. Constant 0.945 0.934
Model vs. AR1 0.876 0.865
H = 4
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.858 0.825
Model vs. Constant 0.927 0.908
Model vs. AR1 0.847 0.830
H = 8
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.753 0.621
Model vs. Constant 0.868 0.788
Model vs. AR1 0.736 0.668
Note: RMSE corresponds to the root mean-squared error. "Model vs. Constant" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the
RMSE of the constant expected returns benchmark model. "Model vs AR1" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the RMSE
of the autoregressive benchmark model. "Equal" and "Bayes" stand for the equally-averaged model and averaged model based on the
posterior probabilities, respectively. The results are based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite (MC3) method.
58Table 17: In-sample performance of the averaged model at di⁄erent horizons: UK evidence.
H = 1
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.912 0.950
Model vs. Constant 0.955 0.974
Model vs. AR1 0.934 0.953
H = 2
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.842 0.813
Model vs. Constant 0.918 0.902
Model vs. AR1 0.875 0.859
H = 3
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.787 0.709
Model vs. Constant 0.887 0.842
Model vs. AR1 0.820 0.778
H = 4
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.753 0.651
Model vs. Constant 0.868 0.807
Model vs. AR1 0.779 0.725
H = 8
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.679 0.527
Model vs. Constant 0.824 0.726
Model vs. AR1 0.685 0.604
Note: RMSE corresponds to the root mean-squared error. "Model vs. Constant" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the
RMSE of the constant expected returns benchmark model. "Model vs AR1" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the RMSE
of the autoregressive benchmark model. "Equal" and "Bayes" stand for the equally-averaged model and averaged model based on the
posterior probabilities, respectively. The results are based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite (MC3) method.
59Table 18: Out-of-sample performance of the averaged model at di⁄erent horizons: EA evidence.
H = 1
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.931 0.935
Model vs. Constant 0.946 0.947
Model vs. AR1 0.990 0.992
H = 2
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.932 0.962
Model vs. Constant 0.954 0.969
Model vs. AR1 0.938 0.953
H = 3
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.901 0.885
Model vs. Constant 0.959 0.951
Model vs. AR1 0.932 0.924
H = 4
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.909 0.865
Model vs. Constant 0.973 0.950
Model vs. AR1 0.930 0.907
H = 8
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 1.015 0.768
Model vs. Constant 1.087 0.945
Model vs. AR1 0.947 0.823
Note: RMSE corresponds to the root mean-squared error. "Model vs. Constant" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the
RMSE of the constant expected returns benchmark model. "Model vs AR1" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the RMSE
of the autoregressive benchmark model. "Equal" and "Bayes" stand for the equally-averaged model and averaged model based on the
posterior probabilities, respectively. The results are based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite (MC3) method. The
out-of-sample forecast period corresponds to the last 10 years of available data.
60Table 19: Out-of-sample performance of the averaged model at di⁄erent horizons: US evidence.
H = 1
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.960 0.975
Model vs. Constant 0.974 0.982
Model vs. AR1 0.943 0.951
H = 2
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.954 1.062
Model vs. Constant 0.944 0.997
Model vs. AR1 0.892 0.941
H = 3
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.954 1.083
Model vs. Constant 0.971 1.034
Model vs. AR1 0.900 0.959
H = 4
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.944 1.310
Model vs. Constant 1.017 1.198
Model vs. AR1 0.929 1.095
H = 8
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.922 1.190
Model vs. Constant 1.134 1.288
Model vs. AR1 0.961 1.092
Note: RMSE corresponds to the root mean-squared error. "Model vs. Constant" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the
RMSE of the constant expected returns benchmark model. "Model vs AR1" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the RMSE
of the autoregressive benchmark model. "Equal" and "Bayes" stand for the equally-averaged model and averaged model based on the
posterior probabilities, respectively. The results are based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite (MC3) method. The
out-of-sample forecast period corresponds to the last 10 years of available data.
61Table 20: Out-of-sample performance of the averaged model at di⁄erent horizons: UK evidence.
H = 1
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.917 1.001
Model vs. Constant 0.888 0.928
Model vs. AR1 0.868 0.907
H = 2
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.840 0.767
Model vs. Constant 0.846 0.809
Model vs. AR1 0.806 0.771
H = 3
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.780 1.228
Model vs. Constant 0.860 1.079
Model vs. AR1 0.795 0.997
H = 4
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.781 1.245
Model vs. Constant 0.919 1.160
Model vs. AR1 0.825 1.042
H = 8
Model MCMC + Equal MCMC + Bayes
RMSE 0.811 0.760
Model vs. Constant 1.057 1.023
Model vs. AR1 0.879 0.851
Note: RMSE corresponds to the root mean-squared error. "Model vs. Constant" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the
RMSE of the constant expected returns benchmark model. "Model vs AR1" is the ratio of the RMSE of the model and the RMSE
of the autoregressive benchmark model. "Equal" and "Bayes" stand for the equally-averaged model and averaged model based on the
posterior probabilities, respectively. The results are based on the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Model Composite (MC3) method. The
out-of-sample forecast period corresponds to the last 10 years of available data.
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